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STRUCTURAL STABILITI’ OF SINGULAR HOLOiLlORPHIC 
FOLIATIONS HAVING A XIEROhlORPHIC FIRST INTEGRAL? 
XAVIER GOVEZ-MOVT and ALC.IDES LIWNETO 
THE ORIGIN of foliation theory may be traced back to the work during the XIX century of 
Briot. Bouquet. Painleve and Poincare on the solution of ordinary holomorphic differential 
equations in C’. The modern period began with the work of Reeb and Hactligcr. Rceb’s 
Stability Theorem has been extended to (see [20. 51): 
In this paper wc give cxtcnsions of Rcch’s Stability Thcorcm to singular holomorphic 
foliations of codimcnsion I having ;I moromorphic first integral and’dclincd on projcctivc 
manifolds hf with II’(ilI,C) = 0. In doing this. WC‘ rely on LcfschctL’s Thcorcms on 
hypcrplanc sections. Recall that Lcfschctz’s Thcorcms guarantee that some connectivity 
propcrtics of a complex manifold Al arc inhcritcd by the fibres of a pcncral meromorphic 
function j;‘:/ on hI (the so called Lcfschctz pencils, see Definition 3.4, [I ] or [6]). In 
particular, if AI has dimension at lcast 3 and ti ‘(.\I. C) = 0. ~1 Lcfsschctl pcncil,/;k/ will dclinc 
a holomorphic foliation .P of codimcnsion 1 with singularities. such that for the generic leaf 
Y’ = (/;‘y)-‘(j.) of .F WC have If ‘(2, C) = 0. Our main result is: 
The singularities of a foliation .P arising from a LcfschctL pcncil/“~/ on A1 arc a finite 
number of Morse type singularities and a singularity along a codimcnsion 2 submanifold 
K = if = g = 0: formed by the axis of the pencil. We will see in section I that the Morse 
type singularities arc stable (as foliations). The singularity along the axis h’ of a Lefschctz 
pencil were analyscd by Kupka [14]. and WC will call them Kupka type singularities. These 
foliation singularities arc locally pull-backs from local foliations .X in 43’ under submer- 
sions, and are persistent in the scnsc that for foliations .P’ near to .F, 9’ will have along 
a submanifold AI’ close to k’ a Kupka type singularity with transversal model .N ’ close to 
N. The topological type of the foliation at the Kupka type singularity may change by 
changing the local model .V’ in C’, or from the global gluing of the local models. We will 
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show in Theorem 2.3 that under a non-degeneracy assumption on the Kupka type 
singularity. and assuming that the normal bundle of K in .tf has non-vanishing first Chern 
class in H’(K. a3). then the local transversal model JT is the same for foliations near to .P. 
Since the above two assumptions are verified for foliations .Y induced from a Lefschetz 
pencil, we will obtain that a deformation 9, of 9 has a Kupka singular set k’, close to k’,. 
and with the same transversal model. The transversal model of a Lefschetz pencil is 
described in 63’ by the radial vector field. If we blow-up along K,. the pulled-back foliation 
3: is non-singular over li,. 2, has a holomorphic first integral with leaves biholomorphic 
to the closure of the elements of the Lefschetz pencil. A generalization of Theorem 
A allowing a finite number of Morse type singularities (Theorem 1.5) shows that 2, is 
C ^-equivalent to 9,. We finish the proof of Theorem 3.6 by fixing this diffeomorphism so 
that it induces a Co-equivalence between 3, and 3,,. 
We also analyse foliations arising from fibres of a generic meromorphic function of the 
formf‘“/.rl”, 01. H > 0. that we have called branched Lefschetz pencils (Definition 4.2). These 
singularities do not resolve under blowing-up. We use deformation theory of transversely 
holomorphic foliations (see [7]) to prove: 
WC dcscribc in section 5 our results in terms of universal families of holomorphic 
foliations, which say that Lcfschctz pencils form irrcduciblc components of these universal 
bmilics. We also show that Lefschetz pencils are structurally stable as foliations if and only 
if fl’(iII. 43) = 0. We end by applying our conclusions to real projcctivc spaces. 
In [l93. Mucifio analyses the tangent spaces to thcsc components of the universal 
family of codimcnsion I foliations, by means of Abclian Integrals. From thcsc inlinitesimal 
methods. hc gives an indcpcndcnt proof of Thcorcm 3.6. 
In this section wc analyst holomorphic foliations of codimcnsion I with Morse type 
singularities in manifolds of dimension at least 3. We will first show that such singularities 
are pcrsistcnt under small deformations. Then WC will see that a holomorphic foliation of 
codimcnsion I in a compact manifold defined as the fibres of a holomorphic map with only 
Morse type critical points, with distinct critical values and having H’(Y, C) = 0, where 
Y’ is the general tibrc. is P-structurally stable. 
A codimcnsion I holomorphic foliation (with singularities) in the complex manifold 
I%I may be given by a family of integrable holomorphic l-forms OJ, dcfincd on an open cover 
{U,} of hf. tr), A dw, = 0, satisfying w, = <.Bt~B in U, n U,. where <,,, arc never vanishing 
holomorphic functions. If L denotes the holomorphic line bundle on M obtained with the 
cocyclc (&‘). then the l-forms w, glue to a holomorphic bundle map 0): L --, T*hf, from 
L to the cotangent bundle T*ICf of M. WC say that o is equivalent to (0’: L’ + T*bf if there 
is a holomorphic bundle isomorphism p: L -+ L’ such that OJ = W’~IJ. 
Dcjinition 1. I. A dimension I holomorphic jidiution .F (with singulrrriti~~s) in the com- 
plcx manifold hf is an cquivalcncc class of holomorphic bundle maps Q: L -+ T*iZf from the 
line bundle L to the cotangent bundle of izf such that UJ does not vanish identically on any 
connected component of hf and in local trivializing coordinates we have (IJx A dcu, = 0. The 
sinyular set of the foliation 9 is the set of points where a defining map UJ: L --)I T*iZf 
vanishes, Sing(T) = {PE M/o(p) = 0). The learrs o/ the joliation arc the leaves of the 
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non-singular foliation in :tl - Sing(F). When a leaf Y of 3 is such that its closure 2 is 
a closed analytic subspace of M of codimension I, we will also call 2 a leaf of 5. 
A (holomorphic) family {9, ) of holomorphic/c)li~tions qfc.odimmsion I parametrized by 
a complex analytic space T consists of: 
(I) A holomorphic family ofcomplc\ manifolds [%I, ), given as a smooth map n:.K 4 T 
between complex spaces with n-‘(t) = M,. (where smooth means that n is locally a projec- 
tion C” x T- T). If one of the fibres of 11 is compact. we require that 7~ is proper. 
(2) An equivalence class of holomorphic maps 
between a holomorphic line bundle t on ./I and the relative cotangent vector bundle T,’ of 
R satisfying locally the Frobcnius inteprability condition t3 A d,G = 0. with d, the derivat- 
ive of forms along the fibres of A, and where two such maps $ j: cj -, T,’ are equivalent if 
there is a line bundle L’ on T and an isomorphism /I: L, @ n* L’ -+ L2 such that 
ti , = ‘;j,,,p. 
A d&-mcltion of (I holomorphic Jditrtion .P of codimcnsion 1 in 111 is a (holomorphic) 
family of codimcnsion I holomorphic foliations {.F,) over a germ of a pointed analytic 
space (. //, M,,) 4 (T. 0) and a biholomorphism b,: M -. M, such that &*(.F) = PO. 
A dc$wmotion 15, ) is stritl to hc holomorphiccrlly (or C’) trickd (r = 0, I, . . . , cc) if there 
is a biholomorphism 
Q:M x T’-rn-‘(T’)c.// 
where 7” is a neighborhood of OE T. such that 4,,(Y) = .F, for IE T’ (rcspcctivcly, a C’ 
difkomorphism (b as above. such that for I E T’$, sends the singular set of .P to the singular 
set of 9, and the Icavcs of .P to the lcaves of .8,). 
A h&morphic foliation 9 of codimension I in a compact manifold M is said to be 
C’-slrtrdurdly stuhlr if any deformation of Y is C’-trivial. 
Let A be a point or a compact irrcduciblc analytic subspace of codimension 1 which is 
the closure of a leaf in a foliation .9 in the manifold M. We say that .9 is hohJmorphiculiy (or 
C’) .strtrr*rurcrll~~ sttrhl~ (II A if given any deformation (.F,, .1/ -. T, bf = M0 ] there is 
a neighborhood +Y of A in .// such that the deformation restricted to /// is holomorphically 
(or C’) trivial. 
Remcrrks. (1) To simplify the exposition, WC will assume that the parameter spaces of 
the deformations Tart smooth complrx manifolds. In this case, n:,// + T is a submersion 
between complex manifolds. 
(2) If C’denotes the analytic subspace of ,Sf formed by those irreducible components of 
Sincg(.F) of codimension I with multiplicities where w: L + T*M vanishes, and if L, is the 
holomorphic line bundle on M with a holomorphic section/vanishing with multiplicities 
on C’. then 1’ - ‘OJ: L @ L, -, T*M is a codimension 1 holomorphic foliation with singular 
set of codimension greater than one that coincides with 5 in M - Siny(.B). Due to this 
canonical extension, we will assume throughout this paper that the codimension ofSing 
is greater than one. To emphasize this assumption in some statements. we say that 9is 
non-singdiir in codimcnsion I. 
(3) Notation: A subindex t means the restriction of the object defined on the total space 
of a family to the fibre over t. 
fklfinition 1.2. A singular point p of a codimension 1 holomorphic foliation 9 is 
a bforse t~pr singdurity if there is a neighborhood U of p and a local biholomorphism 
(U, p) + (C”, 0) sending .F to the foliation defined by fd(xJ.. , zj’) = c;_, :j d=j. 
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LESIM,\ 1.3. Let 9 be a holomorphic foliation in a manifold of dimension at least 3 with 
a Morse type singularity at pO. Then 3 is holomorphically structurally stable at pO. 
Prooj Let CL) = I;=, A: (w,. . . , w,)dwj be a l-form defining 9, near pO. The singular 
set of 3, is defined locally by A’, = . . . = A’, = 0, and if the singular set is one point, say p,. 
the multiplicity is defined by ([I I], p. 649) 
jl(.Ft. p,) = dim, 
e .w. P, 
(A’,. . . , A’,,) = 
UJEZ+. 
By hypothesis /i(S,. pO) = I. and by continuity of the index with respect o parameters, we 
conclude the existence of neighborhoods 1 of p. in the total space of the deformation and 
T’ of 0 in the parameter space, and the points p, E @,, t E T’ such that pt is the only singular 
point of $=,I#,. Applying Malgrange’s Theorem with parameters [16], we conclude that 
there exists a holomorphic family (1;) of first integrals of 9,1 ‘U,. Applying now Morse’s 
lemma with parameters [17], we obtain that there are biholomorphisms $I, for which 
/;o#, = ;c;=, :j. q 
LEMMA 1.4. Let j: hl + A c Q: be a proper holomorphic map j-owl a complex manijidd 
M ojdimension at least 3 to a disc A in the complex plane C, such that/is srnoorh everywhere 
except on a point p. over 0. where it has a Morse tq’pe singularity. uncl let 9 be the foliation 
with singularities dejined by d’ lf H ‘(/- ‘(1). C) = O/or 1. # 0. then .P is C”-strurturully 
sttrhle at / - ’ (i). _/iv- every E, E A. 
Pror$ For i. # 0. the lemma follows from Thurston’s generalization of’ Rceb’s Stability 
Theorem [ZOJ. but actually in the holomorphic cast it is much simpler. as was observed by 
Rceb and Hacfliger (unpublished): It sufTiccs to show that for any l-parameter deformation 
{.P,} the holonomy of the family (as a foliation of codimension 2 in the total space) has 
trivial holonomy groups. For I = 0. the foliation :Fo is a C fi product in a neighborhood of 
Y =/-‘(A). so the elements of the holonomy group of Y with respect to the family of 
foliations (3,; may be expanded into power scrics of the form: 
(r. :) + (t. z + h,(z)t’ + t’+ ‘( . ..)) 
where r is the smallest order where the germs of the holomorphic functions 11, are not 
identically zero for some element in the holonomy group. It turns out that expanding 11, in 
power series, its coeflkients give rise to homomorphisms n,(P) -, C, but the hypothesis 
H ‘(Y’, C) = 0 implies that all these maps are 0. Hence the holonomy is trivial. So the family 
of foliations {SF-I) is locally a C ’ product, which implies that 5 is C “-structurally stable at 
/ - I (2). for i, # 0. 
To analyse E. = 0, let F = ix;=, zf: (QY, 0) + (a=, 0). n 2 3; and denote by 
VA = F-‘(i.)nB(O, 1) the intersection of F-‘(i.) with the unit ball in C”, and 
Ki = F-‘(j.)nS*“-’ the intersection of F - ‘(i.) with the unit sphere. For Ii.1 < E. the family 
of varieties { VA) defines a foliation in a neighborhood U of V,. with an isolated singularity 
at 0, such that on U - V. it is the foliation induced by a fibre bundle with fibre VA, i. # 0. 
Similarly for Ii.1 < E, {Ki3 defines a foliation of a neighborhood of K. in SZa-‘, such that it 
has a product structure, with typical fibre Ko. (See [lS]). 
Let M’ =f-‘(AZ) be a small neighborhood of Y. = f - ’ (0), and let IV be a neighbor- 
hood of p. in ,+I’, biholomorphic to the above open set U over AZ, where ;P, is described by 
F. Assume also that every leaf of 9 intersected with W is connected and that the boundary 
of W is transversal to 9. We may decompose S into two foliations in manifolds with 
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boundary: 3’ defined as the restriction of 9 to U’, and Y’ defined as the restriction of J to 
.If’ - I+‘. By Lemma 1.3 we know that Y’ is structurally stable at the singularfibre. It is also 
easy to see that 9” is structurally stable at the leaf corresponding to YO. To see this, observe 
that 8’ is a foliation in a manifold with connected boundary such that the induced foliation 
in the boundary is a product foliation with fibre K,. We may reglue to 9’ the foliation ( t:}, 
IL - >.,I < r. with r0 < I&l. by means of isotopies on the boundary, so we will obtain a new 
non-singular C’-foliation whose leaves are diffeomorphic to Yi, i. # 0. Applying the 
previously proved part of the lemma with E. # 0 now, we conclude that this foliation is 
C’-structurally stable. Since the foliations are transversal to the boundary of I+‘, we obtain 
that Y2 is C”-structurally stable. Since 9’ and !9’ are C”-structurally stable. with 
a product foliation on the connected boundary, it follows that 9 is also C’-structurally 
stable. 0 
THFOREM 1.5. Let AI be a compact and connected complex mani/ofd of dimension n. n 2 3, 
f: M --, C a holomorphic map to a complex curve C with connected jihres and haviny only 
a finite number of critical points, each of Morse type and with distinct critical ralues. Let J be 
the holomorpiricji,liation in Xl defined by df Assume thut H ‘( f - ‘(I.), C) = O,jGr /. a reyular 
value offi Then .F is C’ -structurally stable. 
Proof Lemma 1.4 shows that the foliation 9 is locally structurally stable at cvcry Icaf. 
Given a family of foliations (3, ), we may use the structural stability at the singular fibres to 
obtain an isotopy I+$, so that the foliations $,, 9, are equal in a neighborhood of the singular 
fibros. One then proceeds as in [S]. choosing a suitable covering of C and extending local 
isotopics supported on the elements of the covering to global isotopies with partitions of 
unity, and shrinking the family near t = 0. The compatibility of the diflcrcnt isotopies is 
guaranteed by assuring that if a leaf is left invariant by a deformation, then the new 
deformation obtained with the isotopy, leaves invariant the corresponding leaf. One may 
also proceed as in [ 151. choosing a tine triangulation of C which contains the critical values 
of/as vertices, and one constructs the isotopics restricted to the skeletons by induction. We 
leave further details to the reader. 0 
42. KUPKA TYPE SINGULARITIES 
We describe in this section a class of singularities analysed by Ivan Kupka [143. 
Definition 2.1. Let 9 be a codimension 1 holomorphic foliation defined by 
UJ: L -P TIM, non-singular in codimension 1 in the complex manifold M. The Kupka 
singular set K(9) of S is the subset of Siny(S) defined by o = 0 and da # 0; that is, if w is 
described locally by w, in U,, then K(3) n Ua is defined by o, = 0 and dw, # 0.9 is said to 
have a Kupka type sinyularity at PE K(9). 
The proof of the following theorem may be found in [3) and [14]. 
THF.ORFM 2.2. Let o: L 4 T*M and K(9) be as above, then: 
(I) K(.P ) is a locally closed complex suhmanij%ld qf codimension 2 of M. 
(2) For ecery connected component K of K (9) there is a holomorphic I-form 
q = A(:,. zz)dz, + B(:,, z,)dz, (2.1) 
defined in a neiyhborhood 1’ of 0 in C 2 and ranishiny only at 0, a coreriny { CIx i of 
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a neighborhood of K in !U and a family of submersions 4, : U, + V such that 4; ’ (0) = K n U, 
and 4:(q) defines 9 in U,. 
(3) K(9) is persistent under variations of 9; namely, fur every point pi K(9) with 
defining l-form 4*(q) as above, and fur every foliation 9’ sufficiently close to 9, there is 
a holomorphic I-form q’ defined in a neighborhood of 0 in CL and a submersion 4, close! to 4, 
such thar 9’ is described in a neighborhood of p by +:(q’). 
Remarks. (I) The germ at 0 in C2 of q = Ad:, + Bdz, is well defined up to biholomor- 
phisms and multiplication by non-vanishing holomotphic functions, 
2 . 
vector field X = B - - A E. 
:I 
We will call them the transversal type of 9 
we have 
$0) f $0). 
2 1 
as well as its dual 
at K. Since do z 0, 
(2.2) 
The linear part L = DX(0) of X is well defined up to linear conjugation and multiplica- 
tion by scalars. We will say that .P is of linear type L at K. Note that (2.2) implies that at 
least one of the eigenvalues of L is non-zero. Normalizing, we will assume that I and lc are 
the eigenvalues of L. WC will distinguish between three possible types of Kupka type 
sigularities: 
(a) Drgenerafe. if p = 0. 
(b) Semisimple. if 11 # 0 and L is semisimple. 
(c) Non-scmisb,tplr, p = I and L is not scmisimplc. 
We will also say that the Kupka type singularity is of Poirlcurb-type if ILE a3 - ( - ‘x, 01, 
resorrnnt if ptc{ I, 2, 3, ..., 1, :,... ] and non-drgenrru~e if p # 0. According to the Poin- 
car&Dulac normal form (see [2], p. 187). if the transversal type X is of Poincari type and 
non-resonant wc may, after a holomorphic change of coordinates, assume that X is linear 
and for p E N of PoincarC-type and resonant, we may find a change of coordinates such that 
where X is linearizable if and only if a = 0. 
(2) If 1 and p are the eigenvalues of the linear type L of S at K and p $; I. then the 
eigenspaces off. give a splitting of T,,C’. If p # + 1. this splitting induces a splitting of the 
normal bundle of K in M into two holomorphic line bundles v(K. M) = L, $ L,, via the 
submersions 4, in Theorem 2.2. 
(3) If .P is non-degenerate at K(9) and 9’ is close to 5, then 9’ is non-degenerate at 
K(9’). If a component K 1 of K (3) is compact, a small deformation 5’ will have a compact 
component K’ of K(9) close to K,. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 9 be a codimension 1 holomorphicfoliation in the complex mani/old hf. 
non-singular in codimension I. Let K be a connected component of the Kupka singular set qf 
9, where the Kupku type singulurity is non-degenerate, and let I and p hc the eigentxdues of 
the linear type of 9 at K, then: 
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(I) If p # f 1 and v( K. M) = L, Q L, is the splittiny of the normal bundle of K in 
hf induced by 9, then the Chern clusses of Lj in H2(K. C) satisfy 
c(L,) = p-G,). (2.3) 
If p $ Q. then both Chern classes wnish in H’(K. C). 
(2) Suppose that p = I but that rhe linear transrersul type is not semisimple. or that 
,,{2,3:...f.& ) and the transversal type of K is non-1ineari:able; then the Chern cluss of 
L i canishes: 
c(L,) = c(L,) = OE H2(K, C) 
Proof Since K is connected, there exist a coordinate covering iJ, of a neighbor- 
hood of K in AI with biholomorphisms q5=: Uz 4 C2 x C”-‘, coordinates 
(=, , =2. .Xz.), ... , .Y,., ) = (z, .Y.) and a germ of a holomorphic l-form q at 0 in C’ as in (2.1) 
such that 4:(q) defines 9 in U,. The change of coordinates #zp of 4JU1 n U8) to 
$,(V, n U4) may be written in the form 
q&7(=. V#) = (&(=. x,), &&q(=, “#X &(--, X,))EC x 43 x Cn-2 
We may further assume that the intersection of any 3 elements in the covering U, is 
contractible. as well as its intersection with K. q and @,,(q) define $,*,P in ti,J[/I n I/a), and 
so they difier by multiplication by a non-vanishing holomorphic function. 
WC now derive an equation satisfied by $,a and which depends only on the fact that 
$5(q) is a l-form that is always tangent to the n,-fibres, where n, :C2 x C” -’ + C* is the 
projection to the first factor. 
@,&I) = N& cbf,)d$:, + H&p. $:&M:,, 
is tangent to the n,-fibres if and only if it depends only on dz, and dz,. If d, denotes the 
difkrcntial with rcspcct to the variables xP. this happens if and only if 
A (9& &&,)+I& + &!&. &)d$: = 0, (2.4) 
or in coordinates, we have that for j = 3, . . . , n the coeffkients of d,rj in (2.4) vanish: 
We will be using only the first order part of (2.4) at K. 
Assume now that p # f I (or that p = - I and that there is a splitting 
v(K, M) = L, @ L_ ,, which is always possible after perhaps a 2-fold cover of K) and let 
q = ( - flz2 + . ..)dz. + (zI + . ..)dz. (2.6) 
be a local one form in C2 representing the transversal type of 9, where the dots represent 
terms of dcgrec bigger than I. Choose any r/, and UP of the above coordinate charts, and 
consider the map 
(2.7) 
expanded as power series in z, and :* with coefficients holomorphic functions on 
K n CJ, n Lb, where I = (i,, i2) and i, + i, 2 1. The coordinates (2,. z2) are chosen so that 
the linear part of the transversal model (2.6) are in diagonal form. The linear terms in (2.7) 
form a cocycle. that describe the normal bundle v(K, M) of K in M. Since ($fB, 4$)*(q) is 
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a multiple of q, we obtain by looking at the linear terms oF(2.7) that &$,., = &B.l.o = 0. 
and the normal bundle v(K. hf 1 is described by the 2 x 2 diagonal matrixes with entries the 
cocycles (Sg): = &q. 1.0 1. &I): = w;,Li.o., 1 E ZL( [L’, n K I. C i ). This cocycle expression. 
gives the splitting vlK, M) = L, 0 L,. 
Now consider the equation (2.5) obtained from q as in (2.6): 
(2.8) 
Using the expansion in z, and :2. we see that the first non-trivial terms in (2.8) are quadratic 
in :, and zl. and these terms give for j = 3, ... . n the equations 
(2.9) 
Integrating (2.9). we obtain. for any branches of the logarithm that we choose, the existence 
of constants c,,,E Q: such that 
il log &,, - log <,# = c,/J. (2. IO) 
Recalling that the Chcrn classes of L, and L, may be represented by the cocyles (lap?) and 
(WI,,,.,) dcfincd by 
2nil ,,,; = log<u; - log i’,, + log &, 
Zrcifu,,,, = log ;,,: - log i,, + log ;,o 
Relation (2.10) implies 
whcrc c = (cz,,)~C’( [U,n K I, Cl). This means that the Chcrn classes c(L,) and c(L,,) in 
Il’(K, C) satisfy (2.3). Recall that the natural map tf’(M, 1) ---, ff’(M. C) has as image 
a discrctc subgroup. hcncc a relationship of the form (2.3) is possihlc if c-(1,,) # OE If ‘(M. C) 
only for 11~0. This proves the first part of the theorem. 
Assume now that 1’ = I, hut the transversal type is non-lincarizahlc and let 
q = - (z, + :,)tl:, + :,d:, (2.11) 
be a l-form in C’ rcprcsenting the transversal type of 9. Choose any U, and U,, of the 
above coordinate charts. Since ($$, &) *(q) is a multiple of q, we obtain by looking at the 
linear terms of (2.7) that $$.O,, = 0 and +fa, I,0 = @$O,,. The normal bundle v(K, M) is 
described by the cocycle of 2 x 2 matrixes 
(2.12) 
where the non-diagonal term is a cocycle in Z1 ( (II, n K ), C n), which describes the exten- 
sion class of L, by L, defined by v(K, hl). 
The first non-trivial terms in the equation (2.4) corresponding to the l-form (2.11) gives 
rise to the equation: 
Dividing by (4flI. L.o )f we may cxprcss the preceding equation as: 
d,(d, $.,.0)/&l.,.0 = M&.,.O/~~S.~.O). (2.13) 
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Restricting (-1.13) to K n L’, n I?‘, and integrating. we obtain the existence of complex 
numbers crO E a3 such that 
log &,. 1.0 = 4i.K 1.0< #fg. 1.0 + CX@. (2.1-I) 
The first term in the right hand side of (2.14) is a cocycle in Z’( (15:~ n K), CK), which 
describes the extension class in (7.12). from where we obtain 
~~(log&,‘,.,.cJ) = &9$.,.,/$f,.,,,) + b(c,,) =&c,,). 
Hence. we deduce that the Chern class of L, is 0 in H’(K, C). 
Assume now that Jo is an integer bigger than 1, that the transversal type is 
non-linearizable and let 
be a I-form in C’ representing the transversal type of 9. Recall that we may apply to this 
situation the conclusions of the first part of the theorem. 
The curve defined in 43” by zL = 0 is an invariant analytic curve for (2.15). hence it gives 
rise to an analytic leaf Y’” defined in a neighborhood V of K, that we assume to be a small 
tubular neighborhood of K, (V, j is a covering of V and Y(, is topologically a I-dimen- 
sional disk bundle over K. Analytically, Y’” is defined by the local equations Z, = 0, and if 
d,’ rp. 1.0 = =I PZJI (2. .1(/J ). (2.16) 
for some holomorphic non-vanishing functions f+ then the functions (It) form a cocyclc 
in Z’( (V, ), C F) that defines a line bundle L’ on V with a holomorphic section (T vanishing 
on Y,,. Notice from (2.16) that the transition of coordinates of the normal bundle v(Y,,. V) 
of U’(, in V is given by the cocyclc (!‘Z,,(O. z~, Y))E%‘( (VznYl,)), C’,;), which gives the 
adjunction formula: L’IY,, = r*(r/t. V)(scc [I I]. p. 146). 
A’ is a smooth submanifold of codimcnsion 1 in l/‘o. The inclusion of h’ in Y’(, induces 
a sub-line bundle of the normal bundle on K: 
Clearly L, is isomorphic to v(K, 9’“) and L, is isomorphic to v(Y’(,, V)(,, hence to finish the 
proof of the theorem, it will suffice to show that c(L’) = OEH’( IV,), 43). 
The meromorphic l-form II/::’ ’ is a closed form, as may be seen from the expression 
(2.17) 
The l-form &(ql$” ) IS also closed. and it may be written in the form hq/:C’ ‘. where h is 
a meromorphic function. We have 
(2.18) 
from where we see that jr is holomorphic and non-vanishing on the complement of K, and 
then also at K. by Hartog’s Theorem. since K has codimension 2. By taking derivatives 
of (2.18) as 1 -forms. since ?I,‘:: + ’ is closed, and we obtain that h is constant along the leaves 
of .F. Hence. It only depends on :, and :L. Since (2.15) describes a tlow in the Poincart 
domain. then all leaves close to 0 have 0 as an accumulation point. This implies that h is 
constant, and this constant is 1 since both forms have the same residue around the 
hyperplanc Z, = 0. 
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This shows that the closed meromorphic l-form q,z: IS invariant under $J$. Using (?.17), 
we may express this invariance as 
from where we deduce 
(2.19) 
Consider the cochain b = (h,) = d 2 ECO( [L~,~~,S2’((~ + l)Yo)), where Q’((p + 1)4p,) 
0 
denotes the sheaf of meromorphic ;-\orms with poles at most of degree 11 + 1 along the 
divisor YO. The coboundary J(b) of b is by (1.19) clP,P/P,,, and hence h, - h, has an 
extension as a holomorphic function to U, n L’,,. Integrating (2.19). we obtain the existence 
of complex numbers c,,,EQ: such that 
(#)? _ 
log p,/) = --L!!- - 2 + (‘,” = 42” - PIP=&7 
bb,‘,, 1” =: ..,‘ pip 
+ (‘@. 
-1 
(2.20) 
From (2.20) we deduce that :: divides (bf,, - P$ - _L. and the equality of cochains 
ii(log I’,,) = ii&(b) + ,S(c,,,) = (Sk,,,). 
Hence the first Chcrn class (.(L’)E II’(U. 43) is 0. This finishes the proof of the 
t hcorcm. 0 
We obtain as I corollary: 
COUOl.l.AUS 2.4. 1X1 i.B, ) tw iI clqtin-mution fj’thcjidiulion .Fo, thut bus u non-dqmtwtc 
Kupku type sinytrlurity ulony u conrpuct und conntvtd suhmunijbld Ii. und such that thrfirst 
C’hrrn cluss o/’ thr normul hundlr of’ K in M is non-:cro, then thr trunswrsul type of thr 
dtjiwmtrrion rrt K is lincwri:uhlt~ uncl constunt through the dcjiwmution. 
$3. I.Ek’S~‘lIC:T% PlCNCIlS 
In this section we will show how to extend the structural stability theorem of section I to 
foliations defined by generic rational mapsJ’g on manifolds with H’(M, C) = 0. We will 
rely on Lefschetz’s Theorems on hyperplane sections. 
Dt$nirion 3.1. Let 9 be a holomorphic foliation of codimension I in the compact 
manifold M, with singular set Sing(Y) of codimension bigger than I. We say that 9 has 
a mcromorphic jirst intryrul if there is a meromorphic function J: AI + c from M to the 
Riemann sphere c such that: 
(I) frcstrictcd to ,%I - Sin+g(.P) is a holomorphic map to c (namely, the indeterminacy 
locus offis contained in Siny(.P)). 
(2) For every ;.EC. WC have that /‘-‘(i.)n(M - Sing(X)) is a finite number of leaves 
of .J/. 
Remurk 3.2. Conversely. given a meromorphic function f: M + c there is a minimal 
closed analytical subset S c M of codimcnsion bigger than I such that /: M - S + c is 
a holomorphic map. The l-form @gives rise to a holomorphic foliation in M - S whose 
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leaves are the irreducible components of the fibers of/‘on ‘$1 - S. Since S has codimension 
bigger than 1, using Hartog’s theorem. we may extend it uniquely to a holomorphic 
foliation 9 in A-I (see [S] ). It is easy to see that the components of Siny(.P) of codimension 
1 correspond to those fibers in .$I - S where f is branching. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 3 he a codimrnsion 1 holomorphicj~liarion in a compact and connected 
manifold Al hacing a meromorphicjrst inteyral f: .U -t c with connecttvfjibt~rs. Assume that: 
(I) The singular set of .F consists o/’ a Kupka type simlularity along a smooth and 
connected munijbld K of codimrnsion 2. with tl srmisimple trtrn.wersal t b’pt’ with equal non-:rro 
eigencalues, and a jinite number of .2lwsr type singularities. each lling in the closure of 
a different leaf of 3. 
(2) Thejirst Chern cluss oj‘the normal huntllt~ v( K. RI) to K in ill is non-zero in H ‘( K. C). 
(3) The closure Y’ afeach leaf Y’ of.P not c’ontaining u Xforse type sinyultrrit~ is smooth 
and H’(p, C) = 0. 
Then. .F in Co-structurally .sttNe. 
Prooj: Let 6: f+? 4 izI be the blow-up morphism with base h’, E = a-‘(K) = li x c the 
exceptional divisor, L, the lint bundle on h’i associalcd to E and y ;I holomorphic section 
of L, vanishing on k;. (Recall that if /‘=./iii/:!, then ,%‘I is defined in iU x c by the 
equationj;:, =jiz,, L *tnd hcncc E = k x c). If the foliation .F is dcfincd by a bundle map 
w: L --, T*bI, it will lift lo a bundle map G*OJ: rr *L 4 T*h?. (I*UJ vanishes along E. and the 
order of vanishing dcpcnds, for non-dcgcncratc transversal types. only on the linear 
transversal type of .F at h’. A simple calculation shows that CT*UJ vanishes of order 1 cxccpt 
if the linear type at k is ssmisimplc with the same cigcnvalucs. in which cast it vanishes of 
order 2. Since this is the cast by assumption, wc may cancel the zero along E and obtain 
a holomorphic foliation .P of codimcnsion 1 in bj dcfincd by 
6-J = .(/ -’ U*(1): LTz @ 6*1, ---, T*n’ 
whose singular set consists of a finite number of MOW type singular points, since the 
singularity along k’ is resolved by the blowing-up. 
The assumption that the closure of the leaves of .B are smooth implies that they only 
pass once through k’. and so d establishes a biholomorphism between the leaves of 3 and 
the closure of the leaves of 9. Hence the smooth lcaves .$’ of .P have H’(p’, C) = 0. By 
Theorem 1.5, 3 is C”-structurally stable on II?. The remaining part of the proof will 
consist in showing that a small deformation of .P in M lifts to a small deformation of 9. 
and then in showing how to fix the C ’ -cquivalcncc on n-‘i to induce a Co-equivalsncc on hf. 
Let (3,) be a holomorphic family of holomorphic foliations of codimcnsion I in the 
compact manifolds { 121, i. . // ---, A, paramctrilcd by an open disc A c C, with 3, = 9 and 
defined by 10,). Thcorcm 2.2 assures that thcrc arc non-dcgcncratc Kupka type singulrrr- 
ities of (.F,} along manifolds (K, 1 close to h’, and the hypothesis on the first Chcrn class of 
the normal bundle of k’ in hl and Corollary 2.4 imply that the linear type of .c along K, is 
semisimple with the same eigcnvalucs. The family (h’, , ’ form a smooth submanifold 3”’ of 
,K of codimension 2. (after perhaps shrinking A around 0). and let a:.? -+ .// be the 
blow-up of .// along X. that represents the family of manifolds (k,) obtained by 
blowing-up along : K, ). Since all the foliations have the same transversal type, the family of 
maps a*(~,) vanish along a-‘(W) of order 2. and after cancclling this zero. we obtain 
a holomorphic family {.F,) of foliations on {A?,) with .go = .P. 
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We may then apply Theorem 1.5 to see that after shrinking A. there is a C”-isotopy 
$,: ti + $,. CE A. which is an equivalence between 3 and 3,. such that &O = id<,. Now we 
proceed to show that it is possible to find another C”-isotopy q,: n-‘I + M,, [EA. in such 
a way that there exists a Co-isotopy tit: M -+ .Ef,. [EA. with $, a Co-equivalence between 
9 and 9,, f E A, making the following diagram commutative: 
Since (K,} is the image of K = K, under an isotopy of bf (see [3]), we can find 
a C’-isotopy p,: hf -. Xf,, such that p,(K) = K, and p. = LIw. In this way we obtain 
a family of singular C’-foliations ~4~: = p:(.F,) in hf and a family of’C’ blowing-ups’ along 
k’, XI = p; ’ ou,+,:ti --+ izf, tEA, 
such that: 
(a) !$,;, = .F and x0 = B,,. 
(b) IfG, =& ‘(E,)= 4,” lrr,-‘(K,).thcn~,(G,)= K and x,l,i, (;,:A1 - G,-+hf - Kis 
a C’-diffcomorphism with 
j(:(!G,l,+, K) = 2 I,if (;,. 
(c) x,1(;,: G, 4 K is ;I C’ -tibrc bundle with fibrc x; ‘(p) 2 CP’. 
Rmcuk Suppose that G, = Go = E: for any fed. and that the tibrcs of x, and x0 over 
points of K coincide. In this case. thcrc is a unique way to extend 1, ‘IX; * : hf - fi + hf - K 
to a homeomorphism of hf onto hf such that it is a Co-equivalence between 9 and !G,. 
The strutcgy of the proof is to obtain an isotopy CD,: hi 4 fi. IEA’ c_ A, with the 
following properties: 
(1) OF($ ) = 3, t E A’, and (Do = ids. 
(2) O,(G,) = Go = E. 
(3) If ;‘I = 1, :0,-l, then y;‘(K) = E and the fibres of ;), and x0 coincide over points 
of K. 
(iii, G,. $ ) L(hi, Go, .$ ) 
It is clear from the remark that ,I,-’ 0 ;1, “a, ’ : ill - K 4 hf, - K, extends to a homeomor- 
phism of M onto hf,. such that it provides a Co-equivalence between .9 and .F,. 
We will begin by obtaining an isotopy satisfying (I) and (2). Since .P intersects 
E transversely. we obtain that there is a small neighborhood C’of E and a diffcomorphism 
/of the normal bundle v(E. b’l ) onto c’ such that it is the identity on E and it sends the 
l-dimensional fibres of the bundle into a leaf of 5. Usingj; we see that that the submani- 
folds E, are graphs of sections of v(E, Ai ); hence we may find a fibre preserving isotopy of 
v(E, izf) that sends E, onto E. and for t fixed, it is the identity outside a compact set. We may 
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extend this isotopy as the identity outside of C; to obtain an isotopy Y, : ‘2’1 4 .I? satisfying 
(I) and (2). 
Now we show how to modify Y so as to verify also (3). The hypersurfaces G, c A] have 
the additional structure of a C/“-bundle over K defined by xl. We obtain by means of the 
isotopy Y, a family of CP’-bundle structures on E. These bundle structures on E are all 
diffeomorphic, since compact bundle structures are rigid; and one formulates this triviality 
by saying that there is a CI-vector field ,Y = g + Y on E x A’, A’ c A, with Y tangent o 
the subvarieties E x (I). such that the local l-parameter group obtained by integrating 
.Y sends the CP’-bundle structure of E x (0; to the CP*-bundle structure of E x it). We 
claim that we may find 2- such that it is tangent to 3. To see this, choose a i., EC and 
consider the map 
A:A’ x K;, x C-A’ x E 
over A’, where K, is the leaf of $ intersected with K corresponding toi-‘(i.), where the 
?A 
second coordinates for A(r, p, j.) is x;‘x,(p) n K,. Define Y = i)t. Since for fixed E, we have 
A(A’ x K,, x (ii) c A’ x K,, we have that Y is tangent to 3. Extend Y to a C7cI-vector 
field P on Vx A’, V is the neighborhood of E previously defined, with the properties that 
it is tangent to 3 and fixing r. ? has compact support (namely, find any extension, and 
project to the sub-bundle tangent o .P using a Riemannian metric). Extend ? as 0 outside 
of b’. The the local l-parameter flow ul; dcfincd by integrating ,i + P is such that Y; 0 \y, is 
an isotopy satisfying (I). (2) and (3). This proves the thcorcm. cl 
Rtnnrcrrli. The homcomorphism constructed is a diffcomorphism outside of K. TO see 
that WC may not improve the di&rcntiability class of the homcomorphism, nom that the 
tangent directions with which the lcavcs with the Morse type singularities arrive to K is 
a Cl-invariant at K. So if the transversal cross ratios of these leaves vary with the 
parameter, then there does not exist a C’-diffcomorphism conjugating the foliations. 
Dq/irtifion 3.4. The fibers {f - ‘(2)) of a meromorphic mapf: M + c defined on a con- 
nccted and compact manifold izf form a LeJIsc‘hrr: pencil if there is an embedding 
i: M 4 CPv and linear homogeneous forms 1, and IL on CP” with/= (1,/I,) 11’ satisfying: 
(1) The codimension two linrar subspace dcfincd by 1, = I, = 0 intersects i(M) trans- 
versely in a smooth manifold K, called the center of the pencil. 
(2) The hyperplanes i.1, + ~1, = 0 intersect i%f transversely, except for a finite number of 
values (L,:/lj), where it has just one non-degenerate tangency (i.e. f has only a Morse type 
singular point on izf - K over each critical value). 
The leaves of a holomorphic foliation of codimension 1 form a Lefschetz pencil if 9 is 
the foliation associated to a Lefschctz pencil (as in Remark 3.2). 
Recall that line bundles on a projective manifold 111 obtained by pulling back the line 
bundle of hyperplane sections of CPs under an inclusion i: M G CP” are called txvy ample. 
A line bundle L is ample if L@” is very ample for some n > 0. An ample class in HL(M, C) is 
the first Chern class of an ample line bundle on .%I, and it is always non-zero (see [ll], 
p. 148). 
The main results we will use of Lefschetz pencils are: 
THEOREM 3.5 ([I, 173). (I) fet/:M 4 c be a Lefschet: pencil on M, and Vl = f -‘(i.) 
a smooth member of the pencil; then the inclusion Vi 4 Xl induces isomorphisms on the 
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homotopy groups x,( 1’;) + n,(Xf )fk j < dim M - I and u surjecrion for j = dim izf - 1. 
(2) Lrt df 4 CP” hr un umhrddinq. und Itjr G( 1. n) hr rhr Grussmun man~/Tnld oflines in the 
duul spucr (@P”)* oj‘hyperplunes in CP”: then the set ofpoinrs in G( 1. n) that define Lefichetz 
pencils on hf fkm a Zurkki open dense stihsct. 
We will now prove: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let .\f be u projrctiw mtrnijAf qfdimension at lvust 3 with H ’ (izi, C) = 0, 
and 9 a holomorphic. fillitrtion o/‘codimrnsion I s~rcsh tl~t~r its kuresjorm u L&chetz pencil, 
then J is Co-strwturully stuhlr. 
Proc$ Using Theorem 3.5. one sees that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. 
Observe that the normal bundle to the center k of the pencil is isomorphic to H @H, 
where H is the hyperplane bundle of the embedding inducing the Lefschetz pencil. Since 
HI, is a very ample bundle, its Chern class in M’(K. C) is not zero. This proves the 
theorem. 0 
$4. BRhSClIED LEFS(‘lIET% FESCILS 
In this section WC will prove stability properties for h&morphic foliations of codimen- 
sion I that have a first integral of the formJ‘“I~q”. We begin with a local result: 
Prot$ We will begin by showing that .B has in a ncighhorhood of K a structure of 
II ‘cone’ with vertex A;. A Poincar&type singularity in Q:’ contains a real l-parameter 
subgroup which is attracting (i.c. after multiplying by a complex number, the eigenvalues of 
the linear part will have negative real part). and hence the local foliation by curves in C2 has 
a cone-like structure with basis of the cone the non-singular foliation obtained by intersect- 
ing the foliation with a small sphere (see [I?]). 
Let ji : U 4 h’ be a small tubular neighborhood of k in hf. Define a Riemannian metric 
(,) in c’ and let xc: S, + K be the bundle of 3-dimensional spheres in the fibres of ii of radius 
E, and assume ?Li = S,. There is a unique vector field X of norm 1. tangent to the x,-fibres 
and to .F, and satisfying (X, R) > 0, with R a vector field pointing outwards to the sphere 
bundle. The vector field i.Y obtained by multiplying with i the smooth vector field X on 
U - h’ is tangent to .F and is always pointing inwards. By integrating it, we see that the 
foliation .F in Lr has a structure of a cone with vertex k’ and basis the foliation on S, 
obtained by intersecting .P with S,. By the persistence propertics of the Kupka singular set 
(Theorem 2.2). this is also true for deformations of .P. Hence. in order to analyse the 
stability properties of deformations (9,: of .P near K. it will suflicc to understand the 
stability propcrtics of those foliations i .I,, fs/’ ’ in S, obtained by intersecting (9,) with S,. 
The foliations (%(: arc transversely holomorphic foliations dcfincd on the compact 
sphere bundle n = rr, :S = S, 4 K. We will now use deformation theory of transversely 
holomorphic foliations (see [7]) to show that the family of non-singular foliations (!q,j is 
C ‘-structurally stable on S. 
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Let 0: be the sheaf of infinitesimal automorphisms of 5 = !qO and let R~K, 0; be its 
direct image sheaves to K. 0’: restricted to a n-fibre is isomorphic to the sheaf O;l of 
infinitesimal automorphisms on S’ of the foliation induced by the linear vector field 
L describing the linear type of J at K. since by Theorem 1.3. .F is transversely linearirable 
at ii. Since the leaves of % are locally the leaves on S3 times an open set of K, this 
isomorphism between @‘;I n -l(k) and 0: may be taken to be the same for small variations 
of k E ii. Hence RYn, 0: is a flat vector bundle with fibre Hq(S”. 0:). Using the hypothesis 
that K is simply connected. we obtain isomorphisms RYE, 0:’ z Hq(S3, 0:) @ CK. where 
02x is the sheaf of C-constant sections on K. The Leary spectral sequence ([I I], p. 462) gives 
0 * H’(K. n*@:‘) bH’(S.O:‘I- H”(K. R'n,O:') - 
I/ 
H'(h'. C)@: H”(S-‘. 0:) H’(S’. 0;‘) 
Since K is simply connected. the first term vanishes and we obtain an embedding 
11’ (S, 0: ) c H ’ (S’. O:r ) 
Let (I i. 0) and (I in. 0) bc the versa1 spaces of deformations of :/i and of Y(L), rcspcctively 
[7. 121, and Ict /I: I ls -, Y ‘.rl bc the map obtained from the family paramctrizcd by Y i by 
intersecting the family with a fibrc n _ ‘(A) and then classifying the family using the vcrsal 
properties of I 5~. The dcrivativc of Ij at 0 is the map (4.1). and hcncc 1’ is an embedding by 
the implicit function thcorom. 
The fact that Y ls is cmbcddcd in I I;- means that transvcrscly holomorphic foliations 
near Y arc dctcrmincd by their transversal type. The hypothesis that the C’hcrn class of 
v(K. izI) is non-zero implies. by Corollary 2.4, that for variations of.P the transversal type is 
tixcd. Hcncc, any small deformation of .F inducts cquivalcnt transvcrscly holomorphic 
foliations in S. tlcncc % and 5, arc C ’ -cquivalcnt. Ijy taking cones. WC then obtain that .% is 
P-structurally StilblC. r1 
Dt$~tirir~n 4.1. The fibrcs { ./’ - ‘(;)I of a mcromorphic map_/‘: hl - c defined on a con- 
nectcd and projective manifold M form a hru~hed Lc$sc~lt~~~ p ci/ if there arc global 
sections lj of the ample line bundles L,,j = I, 2, with Lf”’ = L$“, nr. II > 0 such that: 
(I) The subvarictics 1) dclined by lj = 0 arc smooth and intersect transversely in 
a smooth manifold K. called the ccntrc of the pencil; 
(2) The subvarieties defined by i.1” + 1~1” = 0. with i.. /~EC* are smooth on Al - K, 
except for a finite number of values (Lj:llj). where it has just one non-degcneratc tangency 
(i.e./= I?/;” has at most a Morse type singularity over any critical value in M - h’). 
Proofi Using extension’s of Lcfschctz’s Thcorcms on hypcrplanc sections (set 
[6], p. 24). the hypothesis on AI imply that K is simply conncctcd. and the hypothesis on 
.P imply that K has a Kupka type singularity along h’ with transversal cigcnvalues /II, n and 
the splitting L, @ L,, of the normal bundle has non-zero Churn class in !I’(K, 63). 
Let {.F,21) bc a I-paramctcr deformation of .F. and let S be the boundary of a small 
tubular neighborhood of K in .%I and (J,, “f ! the family of transversely holomorphic foliations 
in S obtained by restricting [.P( { to S. Using Thcorcm 4. I. we may conclude that the family 
of foliations (lG,r) is C ‘-trivial. 
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Note that since %‘,, has a first integral of the form I;l/;“. then all the holonomy groups of 
all the leaves are trivial, except the ones which correspond to the branch locus. lj = 0, where 
the holonomy group is finite cyclic. Hence, the family of foliations (‘9,: viewed as a trans- 
versely holomorphic foliation on S x A. A c C. of complex codimension 2 has all its 
holonomy groups trivial. except those that correspond to the two l-parameter families of 
branched leaves. where the holonomy group is finite cyclic of the form 
with < a root of unity. 
(r. ~1 -+ (r. ; - z) (4.2) 
We claim that the inclusion of the leaves of %,(, into the leaves of .9, induces isomor- 
phisms of the fundamental groups. To see this, let Y be a general leaf of Y0 and embed it in 
some projective space Q3P” so that there is a hyperplane H such that H n 9’ = K (set 
theoretically). Applying standard Morse theory to 2 - K c C” = CP” - H, we see that 
Y’ - K has the homotopy type of a cell complex obtained by attaching cells of dimension at 
least dim II’ - I to the boundary S of a tubular neighborhood of K in Y (see [ 131). Hence 
Y n S is connected and its fundamental proup is isomorphic to the fundamental group 
of Y. 
We may then conclude that all the holonomy groups of the foliation {.P, 1 of codimen- 
sion 2 arc trivial. except those that correspond to the two l-parameter families of branched 
Icaves, where the holonomy is as in (4.2) (The leaves with Morse type singular points 
are trcatcd as in section (I). From this, it is clear that {.F,) is P-rigid. Hcncc 9 is 
Co-structurally stable. rl 
We will now dcscribc irrcduciblc components of the universal families of foliations of 
codimcnsion 1 such that for a %ariLki open dense subset it is parametrizing C”-structurally 
stable foliations. 
Let 121 bc a projcctivc manifold with If ‘(XI, C) = 0. By the Hodgc decomposition 
of cohomology (see [I I J. p. I lb), thcsc hypothesis imply that !I ‘(M, C,) = 0, where C ,,I is 
the structure sheaf on hf. This in its turn implies that if L is a holomorphic lint bundle 
on Al, then the holomorphic structure on the topological bundle is unique (see [l I], 
p. 140). The set of holomorphic maps from L to T*M modulo multiplication by 
holomorphic non-vanishing functions is a finite dimensional projective space. 
Projjf”(M, .x’~~~,,(L. T*hf)). The set of those maps which satisfy the integrability condition 
form a closed algebraic subset, that we will denote by .FJ’(M, r), where (XE If’(izf, Z) is the 
Chern class of L, and they arc the parameter spaces for the universal families of holomor- 
phic foliations in AI with Chern class z. It may be shown that u,.PJ(,bf, z) parametrizes 
the universal family of foliations of codimension 1 in M (see [8]). 
TtlFORt% 5.1. Let ,+I he u projectire mut~$~~d ofdimension at feusl 3 wirh H’(iZf. 43) = 0, 
and ~L’I L und L, hr holomorphic line bundles on M wirh Chern classes r. /f~ H’(M, a3). with 
/I un ample class. Then there exists a posirice integer N such Chat for n >- N: 
1. There exisrs an irreducible component YY(M, - 21 - 2nB) ofXG((,Zf, - 2% - Zn/.?) 
paratne~tkiny joliations With first integrals. 
2. There exists a Zarkki dense open subset in YS(&f, - 2% - 2t$) such that all the 
elements paramerrked by this set are Co-equivalent and Co-srructurully stable. 
3. The complex ditnension of this irreducible component is 
Zdeg,(ch(LF”@ L)*td(TIVf))[hf] - 4 
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where &(L$” @ L) is the exponentid Chern chtrructrr of LF” @ L uruf trifT.11) is the Todd 
class of AI. This dimension tends to injinit!, with n. 
ProoJ Let H’(.U. C,(LF” @ L)) denote the holomorphic sections of L;7” @ L. and let 
G( 1, n) be the Grassman manifold of 2-planes in H”(Jf, C ,,fL;‘” @ L)). If (/;,J) denotes 
the point in G( 1. n) representing a plane generated by./; andfi. let .P(j;.fi > be the foliation 
whose leaves are the irreducible components of the tibres of the meromorphic function/,&. 
Now, d(_f; 1; 1 is a rational l-form on JJ describing the foliation .F (./;..& >. with a pole of 
order 2 along./; = 0; hence 
j~~d(l;~:!):L~‘-~“‘OL1’-~‘-T*r\f (5.2) 
is a holomorphic bundle map tangent to .F-. This construction gives rise to a holomorphic 
injective map 
G( I, n) 4 .FJ(,U, - 22 - 2n/?). (5.3) 
whose image we denote as P’Y(M, - 2% - 31/l). By Serre’s Theorem A and B ([I I]. p. 700) 
for n sufficiently large the map XI -+ ProjHO(M, C,,(LF” @ L))* is an embedding. and by 
part 2 of Theorem 3.5. there is a Zarizki dense open subset in GO, n) representing Lefschetz 
pencils. The CO-structural stability of a LefschctL pencil .P in G( I, n) implies by Theorem 3.6 
that a foliation .P’ near to .F has a first integral /‘: M + c (see. for example [9]). By 
homolopical considerations of the/’ fibres. and using that H’(hl. C,,,) = 0. we see that the 
fibrcs 0f.f“ bclonp to the same linear system as those off: Hence./” is also a Lcfschctz pencil, 
and so .P’ lies in G( I, n). We can then cnncludc that G( I, )I) and .FJ(.U. - 2r - h/l) 
coincide in a nciphborhood of .F. This shows that G( I. n) is an irrcduciblc component of 
.PJ(M - 2% - h/j). This proves part I. and part 2 follows from Theorem 3.6. 
To prove part 3, WC use the Riemann Roth Thcorcm ([I I J) and Scrre’s Theorem B IO 
compute the dimension of If”(M, c,,,(Ly” @ I,)); namely if r~ ti 0 we have 
i ( - I)‘dimff’(M, C’,(Lp”@ L)) = dimfl”(.\l, C,,,(Ly”@ L)) 
j;o 
= dq,(c.h(Li:” @ L)- td(‘l’iCf )) [.\I]. 
Hence the Grassman manifold of 2-planes in ff”(AI. C ,,,(I.:” @ L)) has dimension (5. I). U 
Remurk. One may extend the above theorem by allowing the complex structure of M to 
vary too. The space 9,,/(r) may be constructed over the Kuranishi family of universal 
deformations of AI. by using a relative version of Douady’s parametrization of quotient 
sheaves of the sheaf of differential l-forms. 
We will now show how branched Lefschctz pencils give rise to other irreducible 
components in the space of foliations of codimension I that parametrize Co-structurally 
stable foliations. 
TII~~ORI:M 5.2. Let 41 he u projrctiw simpl~-con,l(l(.trd mtrn$dtl oJ‘ dimension ut kwst 4, 
cm1 let .# hr m irreduc-ihle component o{3-d( At. 2) thtrt contuins un element thcit represents 
(I hronched Lc$schetz pencil; then there is a Zurkki dense open subset of .d parcrmetrkiny 
Co-structurully stuhle/oliations, all of them topdoyicull~ equivalent and hrtrnched Lefschet: 
pencils. 
ProoJI let l,~ff~(Xf, L,),j = 1.2, and/= l;“l;” bc the elements defining the branched 
Lefschetz pencil. and let zj~W’(.V. C) be the Chern classes of L, (related by mr, = nr,). 
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Locally 
The first expression is not considering the branching, and it tells us that we may define 9 as 
a point in 9,P(M. 2~~). but since it is branching. after cancelling the codimension 
I subvarieties where djis vanishing, we may obtain 9 as a point in .FoP(M, z, + x1). since 
(m - 1)x, + ( - n - l)z, = - 9, - z2. It is a point in this last space that we have been 
considering deformations in Section 4. 
Consider the map 
@: ProjH”(Xf, P(L,)) x ProjH”(Af, c(L,)) + .Fc/(,lf. z1 + rZ) 
n 
Prcjf-f’(M, Xcm(L: @ Lt. T*M )) 
which associates to a pair (I,. 12) the above constructed section, vanishing on a set of 
codimension bigger than I if I, and I, do not vanish along a common divisor. Since this 
happens at least for one point, WC deduce that @ is an algebraic map, well defined and 
injective on a Zarizki open subset. Let U’be the Zarizki closure of the image of 0. We claim 
that Ft’is an irreducible component of.Fn/(&f, 31, + 2,). This is so, since at the point [X0] 
whose cxistcncc is guaranteed by the hypothesis of the theorem. we know by Theorem 4.3 
that any deformation is topologically trivial. Hcncc any foliation close to :Fo has quasi- 
projective Icavcs. Hence they have a first integral (see [U]). and by consideration of 
fundamental classes of the fibres, WC conclude that this first integral is in the domain of 
definition of CD. This shows that It’ and SA(lcf, a, + a:) coincide in a neighborhood of 
[.P”]. Since Ct’ is irreducible, this then implies that K’ is an irreducible component of 
.F,J(hf. a, + a2). Hence IV = d. This proves the theorem. I? 
We now show that the hypothesis If ‘(hf. C) = 0 is sharp in Theorem 5.1: 
PHOIWSITION 5.3. Let hf he u projective manifold of dimension ut ktrst 2 with 
If ’ (hf. C) # 0, then jiw uny LeJschrtz pencil 9 in M, we muy Jind u dv/kmcltion {S,} 01 
.9 such thut 9, with t # 0 is not a LeJschetz prncil. 
Prooj: The hypothesis that M is projective and ff ‘(hf. 43) # 0 implies that there is 
a non-identically zero holomorphic differential l-form w on M, which is closed. A Lcfschetz 
pencil is expressed as (5.2). and 
(5.4) 
describes a family of holomorphic foliations in M parametrized by t E C, since the interior of 
the parenthesis is a closed l-form. 
If a loop 7 (i.e. a closed real curve) is contained in a leaf of the Lefschetz pencil, the linear 
holonomy of the family of foliations defined by (5.4) at f = 0 has the form 
(see [IO]). Hence the vanishing or non-vanishing of the integral detcrmincs whether the 
loop y persist under the deformation within a leaf, up to first order. If (1) is tangent to the 
Lefschctz pencils. then the integral must vanish for any loop ‘J contained in a leaf of 9. 
The periods I, (11 of o along some closed loop y in M is not zero (for otherwise jw would 
define a non-constant holomorphic function on hf. which cannot bc by the maximum 
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principle). By Lefschetz’s Theorem 3.5. the fundamental group of the general member of the 
pencil surjects to the fundamental group of XI, so we may find a closed loop 7’ contained 
in a leaf Y of 9, freely homotopic to ;‘, and by transversality. we may assume that it does 
not intersect the axis of the pencil I;. Since o is closed. we have that I,, w = I,w # 0, so 
by the argument in the preceding paragraph. we have that w is not tangent to the Lefschetz 
pencils. So the family of foliations [.F,; intersects the Lefschetz pencils in a discrete set 
of points. q 
We finish by applying our results to RP”. 
PROPOSITIONS 5.4. For u yeneric puir ofreul homogeneous pol~nomiuls P und Q of deyree 
d > 0 in n + I iuriuhles. n 2 3, un,v inteyruhle reul homoyeneous I-/arm w’ ofdeyree Id - 1 in 
ncur to w = QdP - PdQ mu_v be written in 
the form w’ = Q’dP’ - P’dQ’, with P’ und Q’ reul homoyencous polynomiuls of deyrre d in 
n + 1 wriuhles. 
Proof: Let G,(I, d) be the Grassman manifold of Z-planes in the vector space of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree d in A”+‘, where k = R or C, and consider the 
commutative diagram of maps, obtained as in (5.2) and (5.3): 
G( (1. cl) G .P,~/(CP”. - 2d + 1) G Projll”(CP”. fi’(2d - 1)) 
(5.5) 
Gu( I. 11) 4 .F~~/(Rf’“, - 211 + I) G Projff”(Rf’“, R’(2d - I)). 
We know from the proof of Thcorcm 5.1 that Gi (I, d) is an irreducible component of 
.F,*/(CP”, - Icl + I). To see this, set L the trivial lint bundle I., the hypcrplanc bundle, 
and since the map Cf’” -+ Projfl”(CP”, r’(d)) is an embedding for d > 0. the argument in 
Theorem 5.1 goes through for cvcry d > 0. A gcncral point of WE GH( I. d) gives rise to 
a Lcfschctr pencil in CP”. hence any OJ’ESO/(RP”, - 2d + I) near to OJ may be written as 
0)’ = Q,dP, - P,dQ, with P, and Q, complex homogeneous polynomials of degree d. We 
will be done if we show that the rational function P,/Q, may be written as PI/Q’, with P’and 
Q’ real homogeneous polynomials of degree d. 
Consider the field K of first integrals of (0’ in CP”. By [4] p. 137, K is contained in 
a rational field C(t). and by Luroth’s Theorem, we obtain that K is also rational, say 
generated by the rational function R = Pz/Qz in CP”. Consider the rational function I? 
obtained by conjugating the coefftcients of R. It is a rational function of CP”. which is 
constant along the leaves ofco’ in IWP”. Hence I?E K. By degree considerations, we have that 
there is a complex number a such that f? = aR. Hence u”‘R also generates K and it is now 
invariant under conjugation. Hence K is also generated by the quotient of real homogen- 
eous polynomials of degree d. cl 
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